An Intro to

The Role of the Finance
Department in the
Data Center
Finance plays a massive role in data center
strategy and long-term business success
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Abstract
The finance department’s role is changing
dramatically
For far too many businesses, the data center represents a
commercial black hole; using up resources without any clear
understanding of what business outcomes are being delivered.
This eBook analyzes how finance executives can combat
this challenge and transform the data center into a beacon of
financial efficiency.

Can You Do Better?
First, move away from using Excel to
monitor your data center
• Data centers are huge capital investments, equal to
industrial factories in their complexity
• The University of Hawaii found nearly 90% of
spreadsheets contained errors, mistakes that can
cost your business greatly

Data centers are expensive – to build
• Data center space can cost $5-10 million per MW
• Outsourcing your servers (colocation) costs $1-2.5K
per rack per month
• That doesn’t include consultancy, electricity, bandwidth,
staff or migration costs

Data centers are expensive – to run
• Data centers use incredible amounts of energy
• Up to 200 times the electricity of office space
• For every $1 spent powering IT equipment,
you often need to spend at least another $1 on
keeping it cool

Operations and Facility Management are
disconnected
• For Operations, preventing downtime is everything
• This often drives inefficiency through overprovisioning
• Facilities managers pay the bills for inefficiency, but
have no increase in control
• They suffer the costs without understanding the
business requirements
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When building your data center
should it be ‘made to measure’ or
‘off the shelf’?

Data center builds are often based on a mixture of costly inaccurate
predictions and overly optimistic assumptions
• Should you spend all your capital in one go and hope your facility
fills up?
• What about the extra cost of a modular
build?
• Expensive branded hardware or generic
options that risk increased failure?
• Does the data center need to be one size
fits all?
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Should I build my data center in the
frozen North?

• There is a place called the NodePole in Sweden
• There is plenty of energy grid capacity
• The power is among the cheapest in Europe
• Most comes from renewable sources
• BUT does this meet your business growth and IT
needs?

Click here to download our white paper, ‘Trading TCO for PUE’
which is a detailed look at how the drive for energy efficiency may
not make for financial efficiency.

Without a financial model, you cannot plan for
success
Should you spend capital on upgrades?

• Our data shows sometimes investing in more ‘energy efficient’ upgrades actually costs your business more in the long run
• ‘New’ does not always equate to more cost effectiveness or stronger ROI

“We’ve virtualized everything”
isn’t that enough?

• Virtualized can mean easier-to-look after, but still
poorly designed, applications
• Over-priced hardware and software?
• But it`s treating the symptoms rather than the
disease

Why not just put everything in the Cloud?
It may seem cheap, but it has hidden costs

• Cloud outages can threaten your underlying
business productivity
• What is safe to put in the cloud?
• You can end up with hundreds of ‘zombie’
virtual servers providing little value

What if I use DCIM and meter everything?
DCIM is a good tool for aggregating data but it only
looks back

• DCIM tells you where you’ve been, not where
you’re going
• Meters don’t always tell the truth
• We’ve found meters that are broken, spewing out
irrelevant data, even going backwards!
• In fact, more data = less visibility
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Modeling your data center allows
you to predict with confidence

• Accurately track performance and cost
• Expected vs. Actual performance
• The gap can be costing thousands of $,

*Screenshot from Romonet Operations Portal
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Modeling your data center means
you can understand where the
value is

Unlock the data in your data center
• Multiple ‘what-if’ analyses can be created
• Build or buy; invest or move to the cloud
• All the information the finance department
needs to make informed decisions that drive
results

Our Customers share more

We share one real-world data center upgrade that
promised energy savings, but would have actually
raised the long term cost to the business
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